Typically, how many times are candidates for Tenure and Tenure-track positions evaluated for their promotion? some members have been.

Typically, how many times are candidates for Tenure and Tenure-track positions evaluated for their promotion? And how do the evaluations result in faculty professional files? And what happens to those files? And how are those files handled after the review?

In the past 5 years, what percentage of the faculty were on the ballot for tenure and promotion? And do the ballot results (e.g., recommendations to grant, deny, reappointment) ever change during the review process? If so, how frequently do changes occur? And what is the basis for these changes?

What is the usual career path for a faculty member from the time of hire to the time of promotion? And what is the process for identifying and mentoring junior faculty members to prepare them for promotion? And how much input does the mentor have in the process? And how are the mentors selected and how often are they reappointed?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Promotion Committee? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve as Department Chairs or other administrative positions? And how often are members of these positions reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of these positions?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Tenure Committee? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Search Committees for faculty positions? And how often are members of these committees reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of these committees?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Review and Selection Committees for funding opportunities? And how often are members of these committees reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of these committees?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Budget Committee? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Curriculum Committee? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Assessment Committee? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Committee on Student Affairs? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Committee on Faculty Affairs? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Committee on Institutional Effectiveness? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Committee on Research and Creative Activity? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Committee on Technology and Information Resources? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?

What is the usual process for selecting the faculty members who will serve on the Committee on University Relations? And how often are members of the Committee reappointed? And what criteria are used to select members of the Committee?
Old policy was the chair made periodic visits usually tenured, voting member of the department should visit visitations in 2016. If all goes as planned, every long time ago, since the last person in our department who is away.

We don't have any TT faculty in the department... worked quite informally - the chair often visits... teach classes observed. Once per semester or more, also by their request.

We tend to visit the visitors once to give them an opportunity to observe one another on a regular... Chair Insures that one senior...

Candidates for promotion... classroom visitation policy... The reports are kept on file and are available for... The senior members do a formal write-up, with the candidate to discuss the report and... to chair. The letters and the classroom... department's letter when the... the evaluations indicate that the faculty member is... letter or notes.

Very infrequently, there is a need for a policy... Adjunct music faculty should be observed once... No... Yes, from... classroom visits (almost!) any... As is stipulated in our Tenure and Promotion Guidelines, visiting professors... which are sent to the chair to be... to... to... to... occasionally shares... the... informally... I've... Do members of your... tenured, voting member of the department, the chair is responsible for arranging a visitation at least once per... most of the... Not only academic feedback, we also... No... Yes... No... Yes... Yes, they are. Tenure-track... Once per semester or more... No... Yes.

I do. I did not follow your directions, so I do not know about others. I will check and send an addendum.

The written report is given to the... They receive both oral and written... feedback. The written report is... letter and/or conversation. For... All... We... The letters and the classroom... classroom visits... classroom visits... No... Yes... Yes... Yes... Yes... Yes... No... Yes... No... Yes... Yes... No... Please... classroom visits... classroom visits... No... Yes... Yes... No... Yes... Yes... No... Yes... Yes... No...
[1] Responder updated this value.